
                 Quick Zoom Tutorial

During this period of lockdown, many of us are trying to find ways of keeping in touch with family 
and friends. We hear of people having video chats on the internet and it all sounds really interesting,
but we're not really sure what to do.

One of the easiest ways of communicating in this way is to download Zoom https://zoom.us/

It's free for private individuals, and although there are limitations (at present you have 30 minutes 
free) you can restart sessions as often as you like. You can have a meeting with just one other 
person, or many.

Zoom has rapidly become one of the most popular ways for people to have a video chat. It's very 
easy to setup and you don't have to be an expert to take part in a Zoom meeting. 

This tutorial is designed for people using a Windows computer, but there are mobile versions for I-
phones, Android devices and Apple too. So, some of the images below might look different on your 
computer, phone or tablet, but the important things will be similar enough (we hope) for you to at 
least get started on your first Zoom meeting.
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https://zoom.us/


Host's email address

Your email address

Link to Zoom Meeting
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Most people will probably be invited by an email like the one below. 
(Your email might look different from this one, but the important things should be similar)

    

The person who sets up the meeting is known as the "Host" If you know the host and want to join in 
the meeting then clicking on the link in your email will get the process underway.

Once you click on the link you will be asked if you want to download or open Zoom. If it's your very 
first time using Zoom, then the program will be downloaded and installed on your computer. 
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If you see this screen it means the 
host hasn't started the meeting yet.

You might see a screen like this

While waiting you might want to click
here to test your computer audio.



Set the speaker and 
microphone level
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On some computers you can also set a "virtual background" if you don't want others to see the room
you're in. For older computers this might not work.

There are other Settings options which you can explore later, but let's assume that your host has 
started the Zoom meeting.
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Set a virtual background



View Icon
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Depending on how your computer is set up, you may see a screen like this when the meeting begins.

If you want to use your web camera to have video enabled, click on the "Start Video" icon on the 
bottom left.

When your meeting begins you should see a screen like the one below - don't worry if the icons 
or menus are slightly different from this picture - they might be different on your device.

If you don't see any of the icons (Mute, Stop Video, Invite, etc) hover your mouse over the window
and they will appear.  The view above is called "Gallery View" where you see everyone in the 
meeting. It will expand and contract as people enter and leave the meeting. 
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View Icon
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You can change the view to "Active Speaker" by clicking on the icon at the top of the window

If at any time you want to leave the meeting click on "Leave Meeting".
If you want to mute your microphone or stop video click on the icons at the left corner.
You can also invite others, see the participants details share your computer screen, 
open a chat window and record your meeting from this widow.

Remember, the free version of Zoom lets you have a 30 minute meeting. You have to buy a license if 
you want to have more time - but you can log out and in frequently. 

--------------------------------------------------------

This is a very brief overview of Zoom. It has many other capabilities, but for now the best way to get 
to know it is to set it up and have a trial run with a few friends. Then have a go a hosting your own 
meeting. You can't hurt it and it won't bite you.

There are lots of tutorials online many of which can be found at:

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/206618765-Zoom-Video-Tutorials

Good luck and get zooming
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